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“There is no way to happiness – happiness is the way.”

—  Thich Nhat Hanh 03
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Peaceful Warrior
STORY: Dan, a college student and a world-
champion gymnast, is disturbed and wants
to add some meaning to his life. A chance
encounter leads him to discover an enlight-
ened way ahead.
MESSAGE: After meeting with an enigmat-
ic life coach, an egocentric gymnast
learns that no sense of physical achieve-
ment can be enough if the mind doesn’t
learn to let go of ego.

The Man From Earth
STORY: An impromptu party for a college
professor becomes a mysterious interroga-

tion when he reveals to his colleagues that
he is thousands of years old.
MESSAGE: Director Richard Schenkman’s
film at its heart is about a man redeeming
himself after several thousands years spent
hiding, only to find that the world is not
ready to accept him/HIM. It’s a lesson
that’s hard to swallow but truly important,
and not something you will ever forget.

Gravity
STORY: On an outer space mission, Dr Ryan
Stone, an engineer, and Matt Kowalski, an
astronaut, are hit by high-speed space
debris. As the situation gets dire, Stone, the
lone survivor, rises to the occasion.
MESSAGE: For all its stunning exteriors,
director Alfonso Cuarón’s film is really
concerned with emotional interiors, and it
goes about exploring them with simplicity
and directness, letting the actors’ faces
and voices carry the burden of meaning.
It’s a film about what happens to the psy-
che as well as the body in the aftermath
of catastrophe.  

Arrival
STORY: Louise Banks, a linguistics expert,
along with her team, must interpret the lan-
guage of aliens who have come to Earth in
a mysterious spaceship.
MESSAGE: More prominently, director
Denis Villeneuve’s ‘Arrival’ is a story
about how communication happens, the
nature of human fear and trust, and the
way language shapes thought and
understanding of the world. The film’s

central message is about choosing life
in the face of profound grief.

Life of Pi
STORY: Pi Patel finds a way to survive in a
lifeboat that is adrift in the middle of
nowhere. His fight against the odds is
heightened by the company of a hyena and
a male Bengal tiger!
MESSAGE: The message of Yann Martel’s
novel, adapted for screens by director Ang
Lee, is the importance of self-realisation
and individual faith in casting off worldly or
material desires in an emerging global soci-
ety. If you stumble at mere believability,

what are you living for? This is seen in the
symbolism in Pi’s plight – as the ocean rep-
resents our individual lives or journeys, the
tiger represents worldly attachments, and
the mystical island represents God himself.

Cloud Atlas
STORY: Six individuals belonging to differ-
ent generations go on an emotional ride
while exploring how human actions impact
the lives of their loved ones in this ever-
changing world.
MESSAGE: The film casts a number of
actors in multiple roles across time to
underline the themes of reverberating
actions and eternal recurrence as in David
Mitchell’s novel from which the movie was
adapted. But the movie depicts a more
direct process of reincarnation than the
book, which merely sug-

gests reincarnation as a possibility.

Her
STORY: Theodore Twombly, an introverted
writer, buys an Artificial Intelligence system
to help him write. However, when he finds
out about the AI’s ability to learn and adapt,
he falls in love with it.
MESSAGE: Scott Myers wrote the movie’s
analysis in ‘gointothestory.blcklst.com’ as:
“Theodore represents a futuristic
Everyman, the result of human experience
enshrouded and infused by technology.
What promises to give us connection and
communication results in precisely the
opposite, the illusion of relationships.”

Conversations with God
STORY: Unemployed, homeless and suffer-
ing from a debilitating injury, Neale Donald

Walsch (Henry Czerny)

finds himself at the lowest point of his life.
Then he receives divine inspiration and
turns his dialogues with the Almighty into a
best-selling series of books!
MESSAGE: Simple life-affirming lessons
about a generous, forgiving God and the
redemptive possibilities of love and charity.

I Origins
STORY: Molecular biologist Dr Ian Gray is
deep into research about the evolution of
human eyes with the help of his assis-
tant Karen. Together, they unravel evi-
dence that may be life-changing.
MESSAGE: A film that lets science and
the meta-physical world go head to
head. The protagonist’s pursuit of proof
against spirituality and God leads him to
an unexpected discovery.
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The Five
People You
Meet In
Heaven
STORY: Ageing handyman,
Eddie, dies while saving a
small child. Soon after his
final breath, he enters the
Pearly Gates and is reunit-
ed with a quintet of people
who played important
roles in his life.

MESSAGE: Eddie’s
encounters with the
five people in heaven
teach him about the
surprising ways in
which life and death
offer opportunities for
redemption. He learns
about the full extent of
his own and others’
transgressions, and
consequently moves
through anger, regret
and forgiveness on his
way to finding peace.
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A
prolific author,
poet and teacher,
Thich Nhat Hanh
believed in what
he called ‘engaged

Buddhism’, i.e., applying Bud-
dhist principles to social issues as

well as to daily life. Credited with
bringing mindfulness to the West,

the Zen master, whose reach
within Buddhism was

seen as second only
to the Dalai Lama,
passed away in Tu
Hieu Pagoda in
the city of Hue in
Vietnam on Jan-
uary 22.

Professor
and a
peace
activist
Born in 1926,
Hanh, was or-
dained at the
age of 16 as a
monk. He
went on to
organise a
y o u t h
school that
taught vol-
unteers to
build clin-
ics and in-
frastruc-
ture in

war-tor n
towns. In the ear-
ly 1960s, he trav-
elled to the Unit-
ed States to teach

at Columbia and Princeton colleges, which increased
his popularity. He was prohibited from coming home af-

ter one trip in 1966 to visit US civil
rights leader Martin Luther King,

who joined his appeals to end
the Vietnam-American War.
The monk refused to take
sides in the fight because he
believed war was funda-
mentally evil, and as a result,

he was persecuted by
both the North

and South
V i e t -

namese govern-
ments. Hanh lived in
France for the following
39 years, yet he contin-
ued to struggle for re-
ligious liberty. He
would spend the
next 39 years
away from home.
In 1982, he
founded the
Plum Village
monastic com-
munity near
Bordeaux in
s o u t h w e s t
France.

The author
In his lifetime,
Hanh published
over 100 titles, in-
cluding meditation
and mindfulness
manuals, treatises on
‘Engaged Buddhism’, po-
ems, children’s stories, and
commentaries on ancient
Buddhist texts. For rec-
ommendations on where to
start, we turned to plumvillage.org...
(see right).

THE MIRACLE OF
MINDFULNESS: AN
INTRODUCTION TO THE
PRACTICE OF MEDITATION

According to Hanh,
“Buddhism means
to be awake —
mindful of what is
happening in one’s
body, feelings,
mind, and in the
world. If you are
awake, you cannot
do otherwise than
act
compassionately
to help relieve
suffering you see

around you,” Hanh wrote in ‘The Miracle of
Mindfulness’ while living in exile.

YOU ARE HERE:
DISCOVERING
THE MAGIC
OF THE
PRESENT
MOMENT
For Hanh
“Mindfulness is not
an evasion or an
escape. It means
being here, present,
and totally alive. It

is true freedom — and without
this freedom, there is

no happiness.”
This book

contains a

range of simple, effective practices for
cultivating mindfulness, including
awareness of breathing and walking, deep
listening, and skilful speech.

TOUCHING
PEACE
Practising the
art of mindful
living, Hanh
offers practical
advice and
meditation
lessons for
practising
mindfulness in
our daily lives
in this book. It
delivers
Buddhist

knowledge in a straightforward,
actionable format that encourages us to
be more aware of our surrounds and the
natural world’s harmony. The global
peace activist illuminates the route to
peace via gratitude practices and daily
affirmations, including a “peace treaty”
and a “diet for a mindful society”, among
other things.

PEACE IS
EVERY STEP
An easy
introduction to the
practice of
mindfulness,
which lowers
stress, increases
emotional stability
and resilience, this
book contains
Hanh’s reflections
and exercises on
mindfulness. One
of the simplest meditation focuses on the
breath.  As you inhale, tell yourself,

“Breathing in, I know that I am
breathing in” and on the

exhale say,
“Breathing out,

I know that I
am

breathing out.” Resist the temptation to
control the breath, just pay attention. For
Hanh, mindfulness is about paying
attention to the moment, so anything can
be a mindful ‘meditation’. Washing the
dishes, pay attention to how the water
feels on your hands, the feel of the cloth,
smell of the washing-up liquid, the
smoothness of a plate once it’s clean.
Eating a meal? Bring your full attention to
the textures, colours, smells and taste of
your food. And the penultimate, when you
walk, focus on the walking, not the
destination. Pay attention to the
individual steps. Hanh suggested
imagining your feet are “kissing the
earth” and line up your steps with your
breathing.

BREATHE,
YOU ARE
ALIVE
Hanh offers an
insightful
commentary on
Buddha’s
teaching in the
‘Anapanasati
Sutra’ about
breathing.
According to this
book by Gautam
Buddha,

maintaining awareness of our breathing is
a means of awakening to the true nature
of all things and arriving at spiritual
liberation.

ANGER
For anyone who
feels too angry,
Hanh offers practice
and advice on how
to transform this
energy into positive
energy.

NO MUD, NO
LOTUS
Hanh offers
practices and
inspiration
transforming
suffering and
finding true joy.

THE PRESENT...
No time like 

Dr Martin
Luther King Jr

called him “an apostle
of peace and nonvio-
lence” while nominat-

ing him for the
Nobel Peace

Prize

... even when times are as crazy as we live in. While the whole world is mourning the death of
global spiritual leader Thich Nhat Hanh, let’s focus on the famous Vietnamese monk and

peace activist’s thoughts, works and beliefs. Known as the Father of Mindfulness, Hanh wrote
over 100 books and taught timeless lessons through manuals, discourses and talks. Listen,
read or reflect on any of the following this weekend to understand no matter how hard our

times are, being aware of the present moment, ultimately brings peace

On letting go
“Letting go gives us freedom, and freedom is the

only condition for happiness. If, in our heart, we
still cling to anything — anger, anxiety, or
possessions — we cannot be free”

On true happiness
“Many people think excitement is happiness...But when you are

excited you are not peaceful. True happiness is based on peace.” 
On actions
“My actions are my only true belongings.”

THICH NHAT HANH QUOTES

MOVIES THAT COMPEL YOU TO
THINK ABOUT LIFE’S PURPOSE 



SPEED SKATING

In this competitive form of
ice skating, athletes race
each other on ice tracks,
wearing skating shoes. Long
track speed skating, short
track skating, and marathon
speed skating are among the
common races.

In long track speed skating,
competitors are timed for a
set distance. Competitors
race two at a time, with a
lane reserved for each. At a
specific point in the race,
they swap lanes. The first to
the finish line is the winner.

Short track skating compe-
titions take place in indoor
or outdoor rinks. Athletes
compete in a series of rounds.

Ice skating marathons are
held on natural bodies of
water such as frozen lakes
and rivers. Distances may
vary from over 6 kilometers
and up to 200 kilometers.

The races include 500 meters,
1000 meters, 1500 meters, 5000
meters men’s relay, 3000 me-
ters women’s relay and a 2000
meter mixed team relay.

SKI JUMPING 

A form of skiing, competitors de-
scend down a specially con-
structed ramp, known as an in-
run, become airborne and attempt
to propel themselves as far ahead
as possible. They land on a slop-
ing hill below, as close to the fin-
ish line as possible. A jump is valid
only when the jumper successfully
lands without touching the
ground with their hands.
Jumpers are marked on how close

they land to the finish, known as
the K Line.

Style, body weight, weather and
outdoor conditions are taken into
consideration while scoring.

The ski jumpers use skis that are
specifically designed for jumping.
Helmets are an important part of
the equipment, given the poten-
tial dangers of the sport.

FIGURE SKATING

Figure skating sees athletes give
artistic performances on ice. There
are various figure skating competi-
tions, like freestyle, pairs, ice dance,
and synchronised team skating. Both
men and women compete.

Scores are granted based on grace,
flair and control for a wide variety
of sequences that include footwork,
jumps, spins, spirals and lifts.

Athletes wear special skating shoes
with steel blades to glide on ice. There
are costume rules for competitions.
Ice dance competitions are performed
with the accompaniment of music.

ICE HOCKEY

This is a team game played on
an ice rink, in ice skates, us-
ing hockey sticks and a puck.
The objective is to hit the puck,
a circular disc made of dense
rubber, into the goal. It can be
hit by the sticks or any part of
the body except the hand.

Only the goalkeeper can use
his hands with the puck. Play-
ers can pass the puck around
the 61m by 30m rink before it
is hit into the goal. The team
with the most goals is declared
the winner.The game is played
in three 20 minute sessions.

Each team can have 20 players,
but only six, including the goal
keeper,can be in the rink.Play-
ers can take turns any num-
ber of times. Each player has
a position, but can play from
anywhere. Only the goalkeep-
er cannot leave the goal area.

Curling is a highly-skilled team sport
where players slide polished granite
stones or rocksacross a patch of ice, or
curling sheet, to get them as close to the
target area as possible.

Each team has four players and eight
rocks. One player slides a rock up to a
point and lets it go. Another sweeps the

ice to reduce friction so the rock trav-
els longer distance. Each player can
slide two rocks. The team with rocks
closest to the target wins the game.

A lot of team work and strategy is in-
volved in rock placement and ensuring
the ideal path to the target, giving the
game the nickname ‘chess on ice’.

SNOWBOARDING

Athletes standing on boards slide
down snow-covered inclines or
slopes by the force of their own
body. The boards are attached 
to special boots on mounted 
bindings.

There are ten different types of
snowboarding events in which
competitors tackle tracks in dif-
ferent terrain.

The giant slalom is a downhill
race with competitors racing to
the finish.

The halfpipe sees competitors
perform tricks while going from
one side of a semicircular pipe
to the other. The halfpipes are ap-
proximately 11 to 22 ft high. The
slopes at the sides are between 16
and 18 degrees. Pipes with walls
higher than 16 feet and with ver-
tical walls of nearly 90 degrees
are called superpipes.

Big air, parallel giant slalom, par-
allel slalom, slopestyle and snow-
board cross, for both genders, are
among the other race categories.

Skiing is a sport in which com-
petitors move over snow on pair of
long, flat runners called skis.The
skis weigh around 15 kg. A snow
pole in each hand and an aerody-
namic helmet help increase speed.

Competitive skiing has different
events, like Alpine, Nordic, freestyle
and speed skiing.

Speed skiing races are held on steep,
straight, tracks. The tracks are
meticulously prepared as it is a dan-
gerous sport that has come to be
known as the “the fastest non-mo-
torised sport”.

Alpine racers navigate through a
series of gates as they speed down
the hill. Alpine skiing has 11 events
with the most popular being slalom,
giant slalom, super-G, downhill and
Alpine combined. Downhill is the
fastest discipline, with racers reach-
ing speeds of over 90 mph.

“Most people run a race to see who is fastest. 
I run a race to see who has the most guts.”

Steve Prefontaine, American athlete
SIMPLY SPORTS
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Other winter sports: Snowmobiling  | Bandy  | Broomball  | Ringette  | Snow Snake  | Bobsleigh  | Yukigassen  | Ice Climbing  |
Ice Speedway  | Ice Canoeing  | Ice Sailing  | Ice Swimming | Biathlon  | Luge  | Nordic Combined

SKIING

With the Winter Olympics set to
begin in Beijing on February 4,
2022, we take a look at some of the
most interesting and challenging
disciplines that athletes will be
competing in
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